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Two estranged sisters transform their failing wedding planning business into an 
assisted death planning business after their father becomes their first client.



Los Angeles|2020
4 years after California passes the End Of Life Options Act.



Brittany, a stickler for the rules and Daddy’s little girl, runs the family 
business, Dream Weddings, but can’t seem to keep it afloat in the 

oversaturated market. Her estranged younger sister Ren, an aimless new age 
hipster who has dabbled in everything from pot farming to refurbishing 

vintage pinball machines, is called home by their ailing father. 

Much to Brittany’s disgust, Ren sees an opportunity to resuscitate Dream 
Weddings by converting it into Dream Endings, the first assisted-death 

planning business. 

When their father becomes their first client and reveals his plan to leave 
the family business to both of them, will the sisters cement their rift or will 

they be able to see that Dream Endings is really a new beginning?



B R I T T A N Y Y Ō S H A 
(Japanese/Chinese/Hapa, 
female, 36) is an emotionally 
unavailable perfectionist 
who can’t seem to stabilize 
the family business. Driven 
by a deep sense of familial 
obligation, her need for 
approval is overshadowed 
o n l y b y h e r n e e d f o r 
control. Brittany’s inability 
to ever fully quench her 
thirst for fatherly love 
f u e l s a h u n g e r f o r 
professional success and 
high social status, but she 
still has Windows ’95 on her 
Dell desktop.

BRITTANY 
Hi! This is Brittany with 
Dream Weddings!



REN YŌSHA (Japanese/Chinese/
Hapa, female, 31) is an emotional 
tsunami hiding behind a loving 
smile and a warm embrace. 
Curious about yet aimless in life, 
her passion is ignited at the start 
of every new pursuit, though 
fizzles quickly as commitment is 
not her forte. Impulsive and 
driven by the need to find 
herself and her purpose in this 
world, she’s terrified that her 
search will uncover nothing. 
Unbeknownst to her, Ren’s true 
c a l l i n g i s w a i t i n g t o b e 
discovered right back where she 
started. At home.

REN 
Plan B is my plan A. 
Don’t ask me about plan 
C. Condoms are bad for 
the environment. 



DAD (Japanese/Chinese/Hapa, 
male, 74) immigrated to the US as a 
child in the aftermath of WWII 
with an affinity for American 
Reconstruction and a desire to 
leave all Japanese culture behind. 
He learned quickly how to survive 
without much. Vowing his family 
would never struggle in the same 
manner, he worked his way up as an 
entrepreneur. His latest venture, 
Dream Weddings, is the legacy he 
wishes to leave his two daughters. 
Once the strong patriarch, he now 
appears older than his years, his 
body weakened and aged by 
terminal disease.

DAD 
I’m prepared for this, 
but my daughters…



MOM (Caucasian, female, 60) was born 
and raised in Los Angeles, the only 
daughter of school teachers. Valuing 
intellect above all, she pursued a career 
in education, becoming a professor at 
Santa Monica College where she met 
Ren and Brittany’s Dad while he was 
taking business courses. In the midst of 
their familial bliss, she received the 
sobering news that she was showing 
signs of early-onset Alzheimer’s, an 
academic’s worst nightmare. No longer 
able to teach, she committed the 
remainder of her days to her family.

MOM 
I’ve always found graveyards 
to stink of life.



JEREMIAH JAMES (Caucasian, male, early 
30s) is a charming, well-groomed lawyer-
turned-community organizer with political 
aspirations (ie: power and control) far 
beyond his pay grade. Despite his mother’s 
illness, he is deeply opposed to medically 
assisted death on both a personal and 
religious level. Jeremiah regularly attends 
the support group P.A.A.D. (People Against 
Assisted Death), which he eventually 
turns into an activist group fueling his 
campaign platform: repeal California’s new 
End Of Life Options Act. 

JEREMIAH 
If G-d wanted us to 
take our own lives, 
why would He have 
given them to us in 
the first place?



CRYSTL “CRYS” JACKSON (any 
ethnicity, transwoman, 32) is a forensic 
thanatologist whose neckline is as low 
as her IQ is high. She received accolades 
and acceptance for her mind early on as 
a young scientific prodigy, but her wife 
was the first to accept and love her for 
her heart. Despite her wry humor about 
all things death, Crys is obsessed with 
understanding her collegiate Near 
Death Experience. This can put a strain 
on her marriage, which causes Crys to 
hide in her work: proving the existence 
of a soul through the study of life, 
death, and quantum consciousness.

CRYS 
What’s the big deal? We’re all 
born terminal.



S A M A N T H A “ S A M ” I S A A C S O N 
(caucasian/menasa, female, 34) is a 
suicidal psychologist who runs a grief 
group for the terminally ill and those 
affected. She is the person others turn 
to for guidance, yet she is unable to 
confide in anyone herself and tends to 
seek out support and connection from 
unlikely, often destructive sources. Sam 
literally looked her own mortality in 
the face when her greatest fear in life 
was realized - watching her twin sister 
slowly succumb to cancer. With nothing 
left to fear but her own insatiable 
loneliness, she lives a life adrift among 
her clients’ issues, only discovering 
purpose in helping the terminal find the 
peace she can’t bring herself to claim.

SAM 
Depression is a terminal 
illness.



KAT 
I’m not dramatic, I’m Latinx.

KATERINA “KAT” McCUTCHEON (Latinx, 
female, 33) is the loving  daughter of Spanish and 
Irish immigrants. An ambitious, sexy, somewhat 
androgynous tomboy who runs a vintage pinball 
cafe that she was supposed to start with her ex, 
Ren, she still carries a well-concealed torch. 
Kat is reluctant to reopen her heart without 
good reason and so has chosen to focus instead on 
her business, her family, and her mission to 
eventually win the Pinball Pro Championship.



LUCA BASURTO (Hispanic/mixed ethnicity, 
m a l e , l a t e 2 0 s ) i s a t a l e n t e d - b u t -
undiscovered actor moonlighting as a 
surprisingly thoughtful male escort and 
Sam’s unexpected confidante. Having lost his 
mother at a young age, he has a sense of 
humor about life and death that gives him an 
effortless charm, but it comes from a deep 
sense of loss and the understanding that life 
is merely chaos contained. Luca always 
manages to say the right thing, though his 
role as the angel or devil on your shoulder 
is more fluid than you might realize. The 
Middle Way of Non-Attachment is the path 
he’s chosen, but that’s easier said than done 
when his inner Buddha catches feelings.

LUCA 
Selfish. What is the self if it seeks 
its own end? Yea, that was heady 
even for me.



KAYLA "KAY" DAVIS (African 
American/menasa, queer, 25) ends up 
coming on board as Dream Endings’ 
social media manager. A true 
millennial to the Nth degree, she is 
an active blogger and the most 
connected of the group, digitally 
speaking, though her 3D social 
skills leave something to be desired. 
Kay's promotional marketing role 
at Dream Endings is constantly at 
odds with her self-serving desire to 
become a legit journalist. 

KAY 
We could call it a “Suiception!” 

(beat) 
No? Too on the nose?



Season One



      Pilot 
Something Old, Something New

Brittany is Daddy’s Little Girl. Ren helped Daddy kill himself. Awkward. 

PART 1: When estranged sister Ren flies home at their terminal father’s request, her sister Brittany is shocked to learn about Dad’s plans for medically-

assisted death. Having stood by his side faithfully running (into the ground) the family wedding planning business - Dream Weddings - while Ren was off 

“finding herself,” Brittany feels betrayed. She refuses to support his decision, while Ren finds purpose helping her father plan his last moments. 

Dad asks the sisters to attend a grief group together, where they meet Sam and learn just how deep their divide goes. Sam recommends that Brittany 

rather attend People Against Assisted Death (P.A.A.D.) while commending Ren on supporting her father’s choice. At the P.A.A.D. meeting, Brittany 

finds an unexpected ally in charismatic stranger Jeremiah, whom she impulsively brings home for the night. Ren bumps into a shirtless Jeremiah in the 

kitchen. Recognizing each other from their mile high rendezvous in the airplane bathroom, they silently agree to keep it from Brittany. 

As Brittany becomes closer with Jeremiah, the divide between the sisters becomes wider and Ren discovers her true calling - helping celebrate the lives of 

those who’ve chosen to depart them.



      Pilot 
Something Old, Something New

While Ren utilizes all the vendor relationships from Dream Weddings to help plan Dad’s final hurrah, Brittany is encouraged by Jeremiah to threaten 

Dad’s doctor, Crys, with a lawsuit. Unfazed, Crys breaks down the law for Brittany and sends her on her way. In the midst of his death ceremony, Dad has 

an episode that prevents him from taking the Aid-in-Dying drug, Seconal. Ren rushes him to the hospital where they meet Brittany as she leaves Crys’ 

office defeated. United for a moment in their shared fear of losing their father, Crys tells them to go home and that she’ll call them when he regains 

consciousness. Brittany chooses to go to Jeremiah and Ren returns to their father’s bedside upon him waking where he chooses to take the Seconal 

before he becomes too incapacitated to do so. 

PART 2: Wracked with the guilt of missing her father’s last moments, Brittany blames Ren, ordering her to leave and never return despite Ren’s offer to 

help resuscitate Dream Weddings as Dream Endings. Expecting to receive nothing of note, Ren packs and hits the road while Brittany attends the 

reading of their father’s Will, where she is shocked to learn the ownership of Dream Weddings has been split equally with her sister. Heartbroken, 

Brittany chooses to keep this information to herself, but Ren receives a call from the estate lawyer right before boarding her plane. 

Will their father’s Dream Ending become the sisters’ new beginning?





EPISODE 1: Something Old, Something New - Part 2 “Herb & Betsy” 
Brittany and Ren learn that Dad’s Will makes them equal but reluctant partners in Dream Weddings. Sam gives 
Ren the idea for Dream Endings when she refers her client Herb, a decorated fighter pilot, and his terminal wife, 
Betsy, who wants to die mid-flight. With a renewed sense of purpose, Ren moves into the house with Brittany, 
bringing their simmer to a boil. Brittany and Jeremiah get closer as they start to plan his P.A.A.D. rally. Sam loses 
her private practice, seeking comfort in Luc, her confidant and male escort. Crys loses her grant after the 
hospital finds out she’s been using their equipment for personal NDE research, much to her wife Pauley’s surprise.

EPISODE 2: “Roman & Julia” 
In over her head with Brittany sabotaging client meetings, Ren hires Sam as the mental health professional for 
Dream Endings…and her family dynamic. Brittany states strict boundaries concerning shared use of the house and 
Ren not doing business there. Crys refers her terminal client, Roman, and his resistant wife, Julia, to Dream 
Endings as her wife, Pauley, stresses about them needing to make ends meet. Kat gives Ren a second chance and 
they go on a date where she’s reminded why Ren is her Ex. Ren agrees to keep their mile high adventure from 
Brittany when Jeremiah offers to help repair their sisterly bond in exchange for her secrecy.

EPISODE 3: “Kay” 
Ren meets with prospective new client, Kay, an undercover blogger planning to do an exposé on this polarizing 
new company in hopes of becoming a legit journalist. Brittany puts on a fundraising event for Jeremiah and 
P.A.A.D. while turning her vendors against Ren. Ren hires Crys, who now needs to learn how to share an office 
with Sam despite Sam still seeing her private clients. Brittany shoots through the roof when she discovers the 
women working from the house as she finally starts to realize that Dream Weddings may really be ending. Crys 
blows Kay’s cover and tells Ren that Dream Endings could actually use her social media and PR skills.



EPISODE 4: “Noni & Vivienne” 
Childhood sweethearts Noni and Vivienne seek Dream Endings' services to pass away together. While planning for 
Noni's long-term care after her Alzheimer’s progressed to stage 3, Vi was shocked to suddenly be diagnosed with 
stage 4 pancreatic cancer. Ren’s hands are legally tied as she can only provide Vi and not Noni with medically-
assisted-death services. Realizing the importance of sharing the time that they have, Crys takes Pauley on an 
impromptu staycation while Sam goes to see Luca in a play, discovering that he’s actually quite talented. After 
some counseling from Sam, Ren reaches out to Kat only to find she’s taken a new lover. With Jeremiah’s 
encouragement, Brittany Runs her first P.A.A.D. meeting announcing their impending rally, which Kay covers.

EPISODE 6: “Ryan” 
A young veteran quadruple amputee argues that his life is no longer worth living and despite her personal feelings, 
Sam must deem him "mentally unfit to make an end of life decision.” Ren offers to foster until they can find The 
Kid a forever home and Kat steps in to help. Crys and Pauley take their curiosity to a sex club where they run into 
Jeremiah who asks them to keep it a secret due to his political aspirations and relationship with Brittany. Ren 
moves into Dad’s room against Brittany’s wishes so that The Kid can stay in her room. Kay films an interview with 
Ryan to help him argue his position with the state legislature. Brittany supports Ryan’s lack of access to 
medically-assisted-death and thinks she has gotten through to him, but when he takes his own life in a highly 
public manner, Brittany’s reality is deeply shifted. Kay must decide whether to release his interview online for her 
own viral publicity or to privately send Ryan's final statement to his family.

EPISODE 5: “The Kid” 
A terminal single mom seeks out Dream Endings not only for her final moments, but because her child is the 
product of Ren’s egg donation 11 years ago. Brittany and Ren are faced with the question: to adopt or not to adopt? 
Jeremiah encourages Brittany to step in while Brittany isn’t convinced that Ren can care for herself let alone a 
child. Sam is inspired to mend things with her mother who shut down after the death of Sam’s twin sister. Crys and 
Pauley explore new corners of their sexuality at home after encouraging Sam to go on a real date with Luca. Kay 
forces the women of Dream Endings to sit down for portraits for their profiles on the new company site.



EPISODE 8: “What’s In A Name” 
A transwoman wants to plan a Dream Ending for her “dead name” causing crys to get caught up late at work, 
missing date night with Pauley. Brittany reveals her infertility to Ren and that it was the demise of her previous 
relationship. Ren decides to adopt The Kid and in doing so discovers that she has inherited a percentage of the 
trust. With newfound financial freedom, Ren wants to separate Dream Endings from Dream Weddings, but 
Brittany asks Ren to stay in the house so she can help her raise the kid. Sam comes home to find that her mom sold 
all of her twin sister's belongings. Jeremiah announces his political campaign and platform to get the End Of Life 
Options Act rescinded while Brittany and Ren watch him on TV at home.

EPISODE 9: “The Dancer” 
Ren takes on a new client, a ballerina with Parkinson’s. Brittany and Ren are at odds when it comes to raising The 
Kid so Sam holds a family counseling session. Kat sees something new in Ren with this kid stuff and asks her on a 
date. Crys receives a new grant for her work while at a potential breaking point in her marriage. Unknowingly 
witnessed by The Kid, Ren administers the Seconal to the incapacitated ballerina. Brittany spends time with The 
Kid who tells her that Ren “might have” administered the Secanol. Brittany seeks advice from Jeremiah about 
what to do. Sam runs into Luca while he’s with an escort client, putting their relationship in jeopardy. The Kid 
tells Sam that he saw Ren deliver the Seconal and she is forced to report it, anonymously, to the authorities.

EPISODE 7: “Maddie” 
A popular high school senior, Maddie has battled leukemia for her entire adolescent life and chooses to end her 
treatment. She seeks the help of Dream Endings to make Prom her send off, but with the school’s refusal to honor 
Maddie’s wishes, the ladies must find a way to give her the dream ending she deserves. Kay enlists Sam's help to 
write an LA Times article on the psychological implications of Alzheimer’s patients and minors being denied end of 
life options. Brittany helps Ren plan Maddie’s Dream Prom, but they fight about shutting down Dream Weddings. 
Ren is forced by the state to make a decision about The Kid after they find a potential permanent home. Sam 
counsels Ren to adopt, while Jeremiah encourages Brittany to spend more time with The Kid as a ploy to get 
custody from Ren. Sam and Luca finally go on a real date where they bump into one of her clients, leading to Luca 
auditioning for and booking a huge role. Crys guides Maddie through her legal medical options as a minor, but she 
gets invited to the Chopra Center and misses the Dream Prom because of it, letting everyone down. Jeremiah tells 
Brittany about his proposed political campaign and platform: he’s going to shut down Dream Endings.



EPISODE 10: “The Dream Ending” 
Ren is arrested and Brittany assumes Jeremiah reported her. Ren tells Brittany she’s innocent and asks for her 
help: there's a child that needs to come first now. Brittany is reminded of her choice with Dad’s death when she 
must decide whether or not to help a retired captain’s daughter overcome her water phobia to attend her 
father’s SCUBA Dream Ending. Crys and Sam bring on an attorney to defend Ren and make Brittany The Kid’s 
Legal Guardian in order to save the family and the company. Sam has to face her true feelings for Luca. Pauley is 
jealous of Crys’ late nights with Ren and Sam. Brittany steps up to fight for Ren's release and enlists Kay to 
write an Op Ep which goes viral. After introducing Brittany to his parents and announcing to them his political 
goals for the following year, Jeremiah threatens Ren in prison saying she could ruin her sister’s future security. 
Jeremiah proposes to Brittany, but the season ends before she answers.

Season 2 
Brittany is reluctantly running Dream Endings and learning to get along with Sam, Crys, and 

Kay. Ren is finally released from prison with a clear name after Kay’s Op Ed inspires a movement. 
Much to everyone’s surprise, Brittany agrees to marry Jeremiah and helps him fundraise and 

organize P.A.A.D. protests across the state as a part of his campaign for Governor. The season 
ends with Brittany finding a lump in her breast the day of her wedding.

Season 3 
The season opens with Brittany receiving a terminal diagnosis from her doctor which she confirms with Crys. As she supports her new husband, CA’s new 

Governor, she is faced with the decision of how to spend her remaining time. Kat and Ren are now living together with The Kid and are surprised when 
Brittany asks Ren to help her plan a Dream Ending…for herself.



Dream Endings
You Only Die Once.



It’s your LIFE.

It’s your CHOICE.

It’s your DEATH.



In September 2009, I received a call from my father telling me to get on a plane to 
Florida immediately as my grandmother didn’t have much, if any, time left. I hadn’t even 
known she was sick. Grandma didn’t like her cracks to show. That included not letting 

any of us know that she was fighting a hard and relentless battle against leukemia. At 87 
years old, her skin a jaundiced yellow, the flesh falling off the bottoms of her feet, her 

frame now a mere skeleton of the woman she once was, my grandma decided that she no 
longer wanted to fight. It was one of her final wishes that none of us, especially her 

granddaughters, see her in this state. Unfortunately, in order to say goodbye, this wish 
could not be granted. Her only option to leave this life was to come off the chemo that 
was ravaging her body and replace it with high doses of pain meds administered by hospice 

while her body slowly deteriorated. For over a week, I fed her failing and speechless 
body ice and told her how much I loved her. On September 29th, 9 days after my birthday, 

she died. 

One night in January 2016, I sat bolt upright in bed at 3am as the concept for this story 
shot through me. I wrote down everything as it came and then immediately fell back 

asleep. I have been developing it ever since. 

I don’t know for sure whether or not Grandma would have opted for Physician-Aided 
Death were it available, but I passionately believe that she should have had the choice. 
She should have been able to celebrate the end of her life with us with joy and dignity, 

with the quality of life, and in the condition in which she wished to be remembered. 

This show was created in Jeanne Iseman’s honor, 
is dedicated to her memory, and is fueled by her spirit. Ally Iseman

Creator’s Statement



Fade Out.


